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The increase in interactions on digital
channels and the implementation of
multi-channel strategies overloads
organizations with volumes of data
to manage.

This situation is known as information
overload.

It is the technology that simplifies the
complexity generated by information
overload.

It allows you to manage interactions
with customers, employees, suppliers
and partners, simulating human
interaction through natural language.

 

 

SCENARIO

WHAT IS
CONVERSATIONAL AI?

COMMON FACTORS

THE CHALLENGES

Organizations are a network of
conversations that impact every function
and business area. 
The increasing number of contact
channels create the need to automate
the incoming volume of requests.
Also, today organizations must
guarantee a personalized and profiled
user experience, with seamless omni-
channel interactions... anytime,
anywhere.
In parallel, there is a growing demand
for technologies that are easy to
understand and to interact with in
natural language.

By 2025, 463 exabytes of data will be
generated globally.
More and more customers expect
real-time responses.
60% of users are open to using AI
systems as long as they receive value
in return.
Companies are called to innovate to
compete on the market. 84% of
executives consider innovation
crucial, but find it difficult to acquire
the skills.



According to Business Insider, global sales volumes generated by virtual agents will reach 142
billions dollars by 2024, while VA market value will reach 1,3 billions dollars by 2025. 

69% 67%

57%

98% 80%

23%

69% of consumers
prefer to interact with
conversational AI
agents *

Average sales increase
thanks to
conversational AI *

Average increase in
return on investment
rates *

CRAFTER.AI ™
conversational AI
Agents handle as much
as 98% of conversations
independently *

80% of consumers
report a positive
experience *

Increase in conversion
rate with CRAFTER.AI™
conversational AI
Agents *

* DATA FROM AI MULTIPLE
https://research.aimultiple.com/chatbot-stats/

* DATA FROM CRAFTER.AI™ REAL USE CASE RESULTS

CONVERSATIONAL AI
Numbers



WHAT IS A
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

HOW  THEY CONTRIBUTE
TO BUSINESS?

THE ADVANTAGES

A technology capable of simulating the
human conversation experience, in a
personalized and simplified way through
natural language, to respond to the
needs of customers and business.

Virtual assistants improve the user
experience and increase the level of
engagement at the same time.

Virtual assistants respond in real time to customers' requests for information or
operational activities.
They favor the building of one-to-one relationships with customers, based on real
interests, context, order history and previous interactions.



REAL-TIME
PSYCOMETRIC
PROFILING
CRAFTER.AI™ virtual assistants integrate a
unique technology, which allows to detect
the psychological traits of the interlocutor
and consequently adapt contents and
communication style to the user's profile to
increase virtual assistants' performance.

THE TECHNOLOGY

The psychometric profiling technology
integrated in CRAFTER.AI ™ is the result of 12
years of work, by the research teams of the
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the Bruno Kessler Foundation of Trento.

During the research, over 20,000 profilings
were employed as control test sets, by using
analysis tools, such as DISC and Ocean5
questionnaires. 
The reliability of the profiling models was
tested on millions of social profiles.

The result is a real-time psychometric
profiling ability, based on function words
analysis (i.e. the words that indicate "how we
speak").
Compared to profiling methods, such as
sentiment analysis and content words-based
analysis, (words that indicate "what we are
talking about"), function words analysis is
more reliable and provides less "biased"
results within a few turns of conversation.

CUSTOMIZATION

CONVERSION

USER EXPERIENCE

HOW YOU CAN USE IT?

Psychometric profiling can be used to
analyze short messages (livechat,
chatbot, telephone conversations) and
long messages (documents, e-mails,
web pages); personal data within the
CRM (name, surname, e-mail, date of
birth, gender, etc.); profile
photographs (photos chosen by
individuals for their social profiles).

WHAT DO YOU GET?

Psychometric profiling allows you to
easily connect with your interlocutors
and ensure a personalized experience
in the most appropriate language, to
achieve results in terms of:

manage conversations taking into
account the traits personality of the
interlocutor (customers, prospects,
suppliers, partners and employees);

maximize the probability of achieving
goals in real time and increase
conversions;

guarantee a personalized and pleasant
user experience.



The analytics dashboard allows you to have
a clear view of what happens in
conversations between customers and
virtual assistants.

You get insights to understand how a
campaign is going, what are the most
successful promotions, identify your
customer needs and monitor the
performance of the virtual agent.

Knowing the questions your customers are
about to ask will help you to set up more
successful campaigns.
You can also use analytics to discover new
ideas for engagement.

ANALYTICS DASHBOARD
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS 
WITH CONVERSATIONS
ANALYSIS

Analyzing conversations with your
customers allows you to check the
performance of the virtual assistant and
anticipate any customer needs.

You just need toenter a search range to
get the details of your chatbot's
conversations, messages, misses and
handover.

The data can be viewed in graphical
form and can be downloaded in reports
(Summary, Messages, Handover, Misses
and Sankey). Also you can import the
report files in your own business
intelligence software.

Any custom reports can be created on
the basis of specific needs and KPIs.

Speed   of loading, visual impact and ease
of use are the characterizing elements
of this fundamental tool for analyzing
conversations with your customers.

FIRST GLANCE ANALYSIS 
 WITH SANKEY DIAGRAM 

The Sankey Diagram is the new tool
integrated within CRAFTER.AI™ analytics
dashboard, that allows you to instantly
identify the dominant conversation intents.

In this way, the most impactful
conversational flows are immediately visible.



Keywords
models

Rule-based
models

Machine
Learning

Hybrid
models

These models force the user to
make forced choices.

A typical example is IVR
technology which features a

pre-configured tree of
possibilities.

Just like a flowchart, rule
bots map conversations

according to a predefined
logical pattern.

Leaving this default flow
means sending the bot

into crisis.

These models use
machine learning by
combining Natural

Language
Understanding

(NLU) and Natural
Language

Processing (NLP).
The bot learns from

the data to
recognize how it
should behave.

Hybrid models combine rules
and machine learning using

the most suitable technology
according to the situation.

The average of the solutions currently
on the market stands on an ability to
understand and autonomously manage
conversations between 60% and 80%.
This means that in the best case
scenario, one in 5 customers is
unsatisfied.

If well executed, chatbots are able to
anticipate customer needs using
intelligent self-learning processes to
improve the customer experience, by
combining natural language
understanding (NLU) with natural
language processing (NLP) capabilities.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
SOLUTION

DIFFERENT BOTS

CRAFTER.AI™
CRAFTER.AI ™ is the platform to develop
Conversational AI Agents that manage
over 98% of conversations
independently.
This is because hybrid models are able
to understand the intent of their
interlocutor. 

CRAFTER.AI™ "No Code AI" platform
already integrates the code, so that it is
easy to use for business users and
allows the experienced ones to work
faster.
All this without charging traffic costs.



SAFE&PRIVATE

From  set up to deployment
in few minutes.

PERFORMANCE

PIATTAFORMA SAAS

EVERYONE CAN USE IT

UNLIMITED

NO CODE AI

FAST TIME TO MARKET

Handle 98% of conversations
independently

Competitive price
and low maintenance

costs)

Your data are safe,
GDPR compliant,

Cloud independent IT Partners,
Business Partners,
Independent Partners

Unlimited messages
and users

Code already
integrated.

MULTI-CHANNEL
INTEGRABILITY
CRAFTER.AI ™ can be integrated via
Restful API into ERP, CMS, CRM systems
(Sap, Microsoft Dinamycs,
Salesforce.com, etc ...), as well as, into
social media platforms (Facebook
Messenger, Whatsapp, Telegram, Slack,
etc.)
This allows for obtaining useful
information to manageconversations
and interact directly on the user's
preferred channel.

CRAFTER.AI™ FEATURES



WHAT IS YOUR
GOAL?

GET IMMEDIATELY 
 STARTED

ADDITIONAL 
Q&A

Select from our library what
your virtual assistant will have
to do according to your needs

(Q&A, Lead generation etc.)

Teach your virtual agent how to
answer questions from your

customers, partners,
employees or suppliers, by

simply  using natural language.

You can add promotions,
marketing initiatives or

additional Q&A that may be
not included in the standard
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TEST &
CUSTOMIZE

ONE-CLICK EASY
DEPLOYMENT

 

You don't need to know how to
code.

You just need to click the
training  button.

Customize the graphics of
your virtual agent and make

sure that your VA will answer
properly.

The first time you create your
virtual agent, all you have to do
is to insert a simple script into

your website/app.
For future updates, just click on

the “update” buttons.



TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

CRAFTER.AI ™ is the platform that allows to create Conversational AI Agents
that manage as much as 98% of conversations with users autonomously.

CRAFTER.AI™ is owned by Athics, the artificial intelligence Company, which is part
of Gruppo Yoda.

- CRAFTER.AI CREW -

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
"is the fastest, simplest and cheapest technology 

to reach new productivity levels and competitive advantage".
 

CONTACT US
Viale Fulvio Testi, 128
Cinisello Balsamo (MI) - Italy
info@athics.ai - www.crafter.ai


